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The US federal government helps the small businesses especially those are owned and operated
by the minority group of individuals to sell to the government. How? The US federal government is
the largest buyer of quality goods and services and the GSA or the General Services Administration
is the evaluators of the businesses who help the federal buyers get easy access to the potential
vendors. This is the reason why obtaining GSA Schedule contract is the easiest way to procure a
federal contract. A GSA schedule is a half-decade agreement with yearly renewal option offering a
set pricelist the federal government has agreed to pay for the products and services. The GSA
contract is up for renewal every 5 years. Each time of renewal the government re-evaluates the
prices to be offered for federal contracting. So, it is not just a one time application process, rather
you have to stay updated throughout the tenure.

Now even after winning a GSA Schedule contract a business may fail to win the customer loyalty in
the long run. This is mainly because they lack the business focus. You must always keep the fact in
mind that no federal business support plan can help you get established, it requires you to have a
strong focus towards government marketing. So you can say the federal bids still have some
competition, no matter if a company is holding a GSA Contract or having some other type of
advantage to excel the market. It is therefore wise to evaluate your business status first to find the
best way to beat your competitors. If you are new to the government contracting program and so
find it difficult to manage evaluating your status, just look for the professional GSA consultants who
are all there to help your way.    

The GSA consultants not only help the small business owners to win a federal contract but also
make them capable of best handling a federal project. Another important thing is to present a
comprehensive GSA proposal at the time of application process. In most cases the Federal buyers
or the contract procurement officers are required to submit requests to at least three federal
contractors and decide on the winning vendor based on the best value. That is the reason why you
must be well aware of the federal market price in order to come up with the best quote possible.
However, the price does not mean the lowest price. You need to put yourself in the place of a
contracting officer and find if you actually worth the value you have asked for. Apart from that at the
time of final processing of your GSA application you must submit a formal business plan. This is the
step where you get an opportunity to speak about your business eminence. So, be specific about
your statement to make it a comprehensive document.

By now you must have understand the fact that winning a GSA Schedule contract or doing business
with the federal government is never an easy task. Even after winning a certification you should not
expect sales under the contract without focused, agency-based sales efforts. It does take fair time
and honest endeavor to become an established federal contractor, even with a GSA Contract. So, if
you are seriously looking forward to government sales and procurement program, make your
research online to find an efficient consultant to make your way soother.
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